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A show-stopping PRE-CONSTRUCTION luxury 4-story contemporary coastal 8 Bed / 8 Bath Duplex designed to be 

timelessly sophisticated, functional, and low-maintenance..  Strategically placed sightlines evoke a sense of peace and 

tranquility with amazing Gulf views from the private roof top. The forward-thinking design and styling in this home 

creates a harmonious indoor/outdoor Indian Rocks Beach living experience for the full-time lifestyle or enjoy ideal rental 

income with no rental minimums. 

Meticulous attention to details and construction methods. This unique construction is comprised of Insulated Concrete 

Form walls. The concrete steel-reinforced wall system is robust, offering more resilience against hurricanes, as well as 

offering supreme insulation properties. Never orry about storms with the quality of this hurricane resistant building. 

This duplex boasts a total of 8 bedrooms, 8 all EN-SUITE bathrooms, and (2) 2-car garages w/ plenty of additional 

space for a golf cart and beach toys. A total of 5,544 sq ft of extremely functional living space. Total structure space of 

an enormous 8,160 sq ft. A shared security coded elevator is located within the center of this 4-story building for 

wonderful accessibility. Each floor has a spacious 8’-6” ceiling height. Each of the units features a large high-end 

kitchen and open concept design. Every bedroom is large enough to incorporate a King Bed, 2-night stands, office 

desk/workspace, and large walk-in closet. Each of the En-Suite lavish bathrooms has a large no glass walk-in rain 

shower, linen closet, and private water closet. The large full laundry room is conveniently located in the center of the 

3rd floor near the elevator. The oversize balconies overlook the pool with the Gulf of Mexico just a block away. Not 

much can top the 4th floor with its 4th Bedroom Suite, Wet Bar, and 2nd Living Space overlooking the INCREDIBLE 

outdoor ROOF TOP with amazing Coastal and Sunset views. At approximately 340 sq ft, the roof top is great place to 

relax in the sun or chill in the shade under the attached portico. The heated pool with spa caps off this all-inclusive 

top-notch beach life property for use year-round use. The fully landscaped property includes low maintenance trees 

and plants along with water saving artificial turf. 

This is a RARE OPPORTUNITY to own an ENTIRE Duplex of this quality and be your OWN HOA!
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